
1. communication The best sports teams have really strong communicationcommunication among teammates.
2. pediatrician If you are sick, you should go to the pediatricianpediatrician. 
3. politician The politicianpolitician gave a speech encouraging her supporters to vote for her.
4. representation It is important to vote to show representationrepresentation for the candidate. 
5. physician Dr. Koneru is a physicianphysician that specializes in family medicine.
6. intermission Jaxon bought water and snacks during intermissionintermission.
7. magician Erin couldn’t believe it when she saw the magicianmagician pull a rabbit out of  
  his hat! 
8. illustration If you look closely at the illustrationillustration, you can see both a man and an elephant.
9. invasion Kolton is upset that Niko looked at his phone because it is an invasioninvasion of  
  privacy.
10. possession  If you have a phone in your possessionpossession during school, it should be turned off.
11. exclamation  The teacher told Maliyah she used too many exclamationexclamation points in her writing.
12. obligation  Carlie has an obligationobligation to babysit tonight, so she can’t go see the movie.
13. admission  The school is doing a fundraiser where the admissionadmission for the talent show is  
  two canned goods
14. revolution  We learned about Earth’s revolutionrevolution around the sun today in science class.
15. construction  The city finally approved constructionconstruction of a new bridge.
16. electrician  We called the electricianelectrician to install more lights in the kitchen.
17. intrusion  The stone wall around the castle protected it from intrusionintrusion.
18. compassion  It is important to treat others with kindness and compassioncompassion.
19. technician  The friendly x-ray techniciantechnician assured the scared little girl that the x-ray  
  wouldn’t hurt.  

20. collision  The blizzard-like conditions caused a major collisioncollision on the highway.

Review Words

21. cautiously  Dariah looked both ways before cautiouslycautiously crossing the busy street.
22. haughty  It is important to show good sportsmanship and not have a haughtyhaughty attitude.
23. eventually  Marco eventuallyeventually made it to his destination after being stuck in hours of traffic.

Challenge Words

24. mathematician  Pythagoras was a famous Greek philosopher and mathematicianmathematician.
25. affiliation  The medical school has an affiliationaffiliation with Children’s Hospital. 
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